Project 1 Rubrics

Code:

- Output for both poems well formatted
- Uses variables for titles
- Uses escape characters for both poems
- Tabs are used to indent each stanza and the poet’s name
- First poem uses one println per line of output.
- Second poem uses a single print statement

Report:

- Include the source code (Verify that no lines are cut off. If source code contains lines that are too long, decrease the font size before copy/pasting to report)
- Include sample run
- Statement about your experience on project, including any help you received
- Discuss any known errors in program

Handing the project:

- Upload and submit the report to blackboard
- Hand in a printed report at the beginning of class on the due date

Coding Conventions:

- Clear and informative comments
- Usage of descriptive names for variables
- Indentation of code

Comments:

Report Received on due date: □ submitted on blackboard □